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1. AAMEYS PATRON’s report
Mr. Murray McInnis
As Patron of the African Australian Multicultural Employment and Youth Service (AAMEYS) I am pleased to support the organisation in all
aspects of its valuable work.

2. Chairman’s Report
Mr. Phil Brooker
AAMEYS’ 2019 has been a what can be variously described as;
•

Incredibly busy

•

Transformative

•

Impactful

My role whilst in a sense determined by the agenda of AAMEYS also requires me to make a contribution where appropriate to any issue
including law reform and family violence.

•

Influential, and

•

Remarkably rewarding.

I should add that despite the financial mismanagement of White Ribbon I continue to believe that the issue of family violence is a challenge
for all members of our community having resigned as a Director and Lead Ambassador of White Ribbon in 2016.

The level of activity that the wider AAMEYS team, including staff, volunteers and board members has undertaken for our African Australian
communities has risen significantly and the areas where AAMEYS has been able to make a positive contribution has not only widened but
has also deepened, resulting in more and more demonstrable positive outcomes.

Although I am particularly interested in law reform and family violence, I have absolutely no doubt that employment particularly in a multicultural society is critical.

I am firmly of the view that despite amendments to State and Federal legislation the issue of family violence remains a most important
challenge for all in the community.

There are a number of programs which AAMEYS have established which we continue to implement. These include;

Family violence is not confined to any single group in the community but affects all of us and is not a matter which the community can expect
should be dealt with by either the police or courts.

2.1

Both physical and non-physical family violence remain unacceptable.

The Flemington Homework club continues to go from strength to strength. It runs every Tuesday from 5pm to 7pm during school term with
between 3 and 10 volunteers helping in maths, science and English. Thank you to the continued efforts of Tehiya Umer, who also introduced
an optional cooking class for the kids this year, and Yasseen Musa, AAMEYS homework club has been able to help a core of 20 kids which
can grow to as much as 35 at times through the year.

Access to law for all is an important issue and for those who are new to our society a clear and informed understanding of the legal system
is essential.
Accordingly, my role is to continue to support AAMEYS and wherever possible make a small contribution to addressing the issues which I
have highlighted in this brief report.

Flemington Homework Club

Excitingly the success of this program has been recognised more broadly and we are currently in the process of establishing a second
homework club to help kids and young people in the southern suburbs of Melbourne. This initiative has been championed by two of our
board members, Dr Berhan Ahmed and Aban James and will be delivered in partnership with Monash University and Dandenong High
School. For this partnership we need to offer a vote of thanks in particular to Professor Michelle Leech of Monash University and ?????, of
Dandenong High School, whose assistance has been instrumental in making this initiative possible.

2.2

Victoria Police Diversity Recruitment Program

In 2016 the Premier of Victoria, Daniel Andrews announced a plan to hire an additional 3,000 police. Given the lack of African Australian
representation among Victoria Police ranks AAMEYS saw this as an opportunity to do something proactive to address this imbalance and to,
at the same time create some positive flow on effects through the community in general.
The starting point for addressing the issue was to engage with Victoria Police and, with them, uncover why this under-representation occurs
and to build a pathway that would enable members of the African Australian community to successfully navigate the (very challenging)
process of joining Victoria Police. We have throughout this journey been overcome with how open and committed to this cause the Victoria
Police have been and special mention needs to be made for the efforts in the initial stages of this process by then Deputy Commissioner
Andrew Crisp and our own board member Superintendent Adrian Healy.
This program is one that has required the input of a large array of skillsets and as a result AAMEYS approached and then brought into the
working group the combined talents of;
1.

Victoria University who have constructed and run a new course
specifically designed with the needs of the African applicant in
mind. We need to say a big thankyou to Kerry O’Neil, Jennifer
Lees & Karen Fitzimmons for their ongoing efforts here as we
now have commenced our 3rd course and started recruiting for
our fourth.

2.

Jesuit Social Services have acted as the lead applicant
and managing organisation (thanks to Stephen Ward, Kate
Wadsworth, Bianca Barbarisi & Luciana Signorette for keeping
the program on track)

3.

Matchworks (Isabel Pavez who has provided us with the job
active expertise we needed),

4.

AMES who have kindly provided their boardroom for all
monthly Steering Committee meetings as well as contributing
their expertise in refugee and migrant experience to these
meetings and of course

5.

Victoria Police who have pro-actively contributed to all aspects
of the program, including the recruitment process, providing
speakers for the course and individual mentors for each of the
participants as well as the ongoing design and improvement
of the program as a whole. There have been too many police
officers who have contributed to name them all however of
special note we do need to recognise the ongoing efforts of
Stephen Mutton (who continues to contribute even while on
long service leave), Fiona Bocksette, Karen House and Mark
Porter

I also need to highlight the efforts of our CEO, Dr Berhan Ahmed who did the vast majority of the original legwork to get all these people and
organisations in the same room and on the same page. He has continued, on behalf of AAMEYS, to work tirelessly with the various African
communities to promote the program and to identify those who have successfully applied to join the program.
https://jss.org.au/victoriapolicediversity/

2.3

JVEN Employment Program

AAMEYS has every right to feel extremely proud of our team’s efforts in helping members of our community to find and secure meaningful
employment. Led wonderfully by Khaled Massoudi, this program has partnered with Jesuit Social Services (JSS) and AFL Sports Ready to
help more than 175 unemployed people since we began. Khaled has asked that we recognise the excellent contributions from Rob Auger
of JSS and Amaresh from AFL Sports Ready who have helped us to achieve a quite remarkable 33% of referrals getting an employment
outcome.

2.4

Community Support Program (CSP)

2.8

Ravenhall Correction Centre

With the over-representation of young African Australians in Victoria’s correctional institutions it is evident that, if we want these young
people to have an opportunity of turning their lives around
and making a meaningful contribution to our society in the future they need guidance to do so. Just locking them up and then releasing
them without support once they have served their time is clearly not the answer and that is why, led by our indefatigable CEO, AAMEYS
have been pro-active in providing support and recreation opportunities while incarcerated and also the necessary support for employment,
housing and education upon release.
What I have listed above is only a portion of the work AAMEYS has completed in 2019. The commitment of the board, staff, members,
volunteers, sponsors and supporters to create meaningful changes in the lives is something I personally find quite inspirational. While
I cannot mention everyone, who has contributed I would like to thank each of my fellow board members for their support and amazing
contributions throughout the year across a wide range of projects.
Thank you to;

In partnership with the International Organisation of Migration (IOM) refugee sponsorship program, Jemal from AMMEYs have been working
with refugee and migrant families with a focus on regional settlement. Given the lack of infrastructure and wider employment opportunities
that typically exist in regional areas as compared to major urban areas, this can be a challenging process however, where we have
managed to find positive outcomes it is also an incredibly rewarding process.

Dr Berhan M Ahmed, Dr Irene Bouzo, Dr Mohammed Abu-Bulgu, Ms Summayyah Sadiq, Inspector Adrian Healey, Ms Keletso MaganoNiebling, Mr Aban James Fadella and Mr Yasseen Musa

2.5

Recognition for AAMEYS and our people is not something we actively pursue but it is nice to see when some of our number do get recognised
and I would like to acknowledge the 3 AAMEYS 2019 Afroshine award winners – congratulations to board members Dr Irene Bouzo,
Summayyah Sadiq and long-time AAMEYS volunteer, Ken Betts all of whom were recognised for outstanding contribution to the African
community in Australia.

Family Violence Workshop

On October 24th this year AAMEYS facilitated an extremely important workshop titled, “Understanding & Preventing Family Violence” at the
Metro West campus of Victoria University. This extremely well attended event covered a wide range of important topics related to domestic
violence and provided a forum to highlight many current challenges and to explore pathways forward to create meaningful solutions to this
critical social issue.
AAMEYS was also very proud to have hosted another 3 empower and advocacy forums in 2019 with guest speakers including state, federal
and local government member, judges, magistrates, senior police officers and commissioners. The impact that these forums have and the
opportunity they afford people from all walks of life to participate are truly invaluable.

2.6

Coaching & Refereeing Opportunities

2019 has seen another successful cohort of young African Australians trained by AFL Victoria to become umpires. This program offers
these young people a number of very important benefits. It teaches teamwork, discipline (including the importance in Australian society of
punctuality) respect of self and others and responsibility. Just as critically it also provides our successful graduates with well-paid weekend
employment while also keeping fit. The continued success of this program would not be possible without the efforts of AFL Victoria and the
passion and commitment of our own Yasseen Musa.
This year has also seen AAMEYS broaden our sporting support to now be working with Football Victoria to provide our young people with
opportunities to train to become qualified referees and coaches of soccer. Thanks to Football Victoria and in particular Nick Hatzoglou for
funding the first group of 16 African Australian soccer coaches, each of whom now coaches 20+ kids every week thereby giving a meaningful
sporting activity to over 300 kids at least 3 times a week.

2.7

Maurice Blackburn Legal Service

Once again, this year we owe a huge debt of thanks to Maurice Blackburn. Regardless of the legal matter, the volunteers from Maurice
Blackburn have provided, free of charge and at the AAMEYS office, advice and legal guidance that has been invaluable for many people
who would otherwise have not been able to receive it.

Personal means privacy include: Homelessness, Family violence,
juvenile justice, other court matters, mental health issues, lost family
members, etc.

It would be remiss not to make mention of 2 front line staff who meet and greet our visitors and who work tirelessly whenever we hold an
event. Thank you to Dissy and Natasha, your passion and commitment are key elements to ensuring the organisation is always on track.

In 2020 we are very excited to be rebranding from AAMEYS to Africause. This is unashamedly a marketing exercise to better enable us to
tell our story and to attract ore funding so that we can continue to increase and improve upon the services we deliver to our communities.
We will have a new name but what won’t change are our efforts to engage and to lobby for better outcomes for African Australians and for
the society as a whole.

3. CEO report,

4. Treasurer’s report

Dr. Berhan Ahmed

Dr. Mohamed Aba-Bulgu

This past year saw AAMEYS has gone through some significant changes, all of which is to lay the foundation to offer more support for our
service recipients. We have continued to learn from each young person and their families who comes through our doors, therefore growing
in our understanding of the needs in the community. Significantly as our priorities have become refined, we have recognised that we need to
have a robust governance and policy framework, to better articulate our work, as well as build confidence in our ability to be accountable.
We have been fortunate to gain support from a number of volunteers who have diligently supported us behind the required organisational
policy framework.

The financial performances of the Association are much healthier than the previous two years. The activities have also increased during the
Financial Year Ended 30 June 2019.

AAMEYS continues to acknowledge the partners we have had and new ones who have come on board. Development and empowerment
of the young people cannot be a single agency task, like they say, “It takes a village to raise a child”. The village in the context of AAMEYS
is the individual board members, the community at large, businesses, industries and every individual who has rendered a hand to AAMEYS
to enable meeting the set goals.
This year we supported. Job seekers, …………Young People in Juvenile Justice System, just to note the most vulnerable of being excluded from
participating in the labour market. We have also had an opportunity reflect on the many challenges that young people have had to navigate
with persistent negative attacks and stereotyping. We are slowly beginning to develop innovative pathways to support young people to
overcome the challenges. We could have not possibly been in a position to explore innovative pathways, had it not been for the generosity
and commitment from supporters to name a few like Scanlon Foundation and Maurice Blackburn. The landscape is constantly changing and,
as an organisation based on “heart” in our community, AAMEYS continues to focus on ensuring our programmes and services best meet the
needs to improve life outcomes for young people.
For example, over the past 12 months, thanks to the generous support of Maurice Blackburn, we have been able to support ……… providing
our legal program, as well as a basic English literacy program in Dandenong and Footscray. The Scanlon Foundation listened when we
presented the observation around entry and exit from jobs within a short time, with both the young people and employers noting cultural
misunderstanding. This support has enabled development of an integrated support for young people, with a focus on work place expectations.
Primarily building on their resilience, self-belief and total wellbeing, as well the value of intercultural understanding, partnerships that include
family, friends, community as part of a sustainable support system to enter and sustain employment. We plan to integrate this program into
the “Home-Work” Mentoring Program so that it forms a pathway of School – to Tertiary Education/Apprenticeships and work continuum. We
are currently in discussion with a number of interested partners.
The information that we have come across working with young people, where possible has been acted on immediately where we can. This
year we have provided opportunities for young people and communities to participate in education and information activities particularly
around Human Rights and the Rule of Law. This has been driven by the negative portrayal of young people of colour in the media, as well
as parents seeking our support in fear that their children are not getting work because of negative press. Community Legal Practitioners,
have worked diligently with AAMEYS to gain support from broad legal practitioners to make such education and information possible. This
is another activity that will be enhanced and continued broadly.
Our service has a good percentage of service recipients who are disengaged from their families because of violence in the home. This
prompted AAMEYS this year to include SGBV Prevention education, as well as education and information on crisis management services. To
protect not only adults, but also the children and young people who are often unintended victims.
AAMEYS would not be where it is without the support of the community, professional supporters, philanthropic organisations and all those
who believe that the UN Sustainable Goals should be achievable for all including the young people in our communities. We continue to seek
more support as the need grows and hope you will all stand besides us on this journey.
Despite the challenges with outdated equipment and software, lack of technical support and other related issues, AAMEYS staff have
always treated our clients and their needs as top priority and will continue to do so in support of the community.

The management team expects the current financial year to be similar, but the activities are greater. As the Association enjoyed healthy
balance at the end of last financial year the pressure will be lesser in terms of cash flow requirements.
The management team continues to employ judicious use of its financial resources and maintains good bookkeeping and accounting
practices.
Attached financial report Appendix 1.

5. Program:
5.1

Projects:

5.1.1 Employment:
Employment Access
There is many challenges that contribute to the ever-growing exclusion of young people from the labour market. Where the young people
have added burden of being visibly different such as Pacific Islander and African descent young people, the challenges become even more
difficult to break. Traditional entry-level positions and apprenticeships available can be viable options only if young people are of expected
transitional processes from school to apprenticeships or training/internships.
AAMEYS with other agencies in Victoria are tasked with supporting young people to negotiate their way to a viable employment. We have
also been keen to include young people who are disengaged or at risk of disengagement as part of our priority cohorts.
Since we were established AAMEYS has been committed to understanding the root causes of and effective interventions for tackling
unemployment for our priority cohorts. Underpinning our work is a commitment to using evidence to drive systemic change. More recently
we have focused our attention curbing the “merry go round” of young people gaining employment and barely staying on.
As part of a network of employment facilitators to achieve State Government initiatives for systematic removal of barriers to employment,
our efforts are focused on effective prevention and intervention approaches in supporting young people experiencing underemployment/
unemployment into sustainable employment.
One of the critical aspects of our program is to do outreach where young people are. Opportunistic promotion of available support through
accessing sporting activities as well as community activities and or being visible at local community centers has been a good way to bring
in service recipients.
It is through some of this work that we are starting to understand the drivers and of the underlying reasons, as well as risk factors and
personal and economic costs of a young people we support.

Post the Family Violence Commission Inquiry there is growing despair that the lumping together of communities as CALD, while good in one
sense, it does minimize circumstances where women have to negotiate their ways around unfamiliar institutional expectations. For instance,
while most people in the sector have some understanding of life in refugee camps, they are at loss to understand that refugee camps come
after Internally Displaced Camps (IDP –Camps) or UN Protected sites. This basically means that there is generational lack of understanding
of formal institutions. These are often hours by flight from home territory, thus cutting people more and more from familiar community and
structural systems. Arriving in a “functional state” presents its own challenges when service providers cannot comprehend complexities
of dysfunctional states and surviving in conflict situations. This is where they find themselves vulnerable to self-appointed leaders and
unethical religious leaders. There are indications that critical impediments (Separation of Church/Culture/State) for the said communities
have not been articulated in any of the submissions. Well, aware that there is an undeniable human cost in the communities, swept in the
bigger CALD identifier, thus creating an imperative to work on adding value and inform future initiatives. An opportunity for honest and frank
conversations about inclusive and active participation in going forward, with the intent of adding value to current national debate/solutions
is the driver for the conference and proposed education initiatives.
While the “Family Violence Has No Boundaries; cultural diversity and Prevention Conference” explored the intersection of Cultural/Religion
and Prevention and Safety and Security within the family, particularly how the community can engage with services and government, the
community views that nobody wants to know how best they can engage seem to be growing. The challenges that continue to impede
access to services for communities come from the key concern as to What is Culture, Religion and Law, as these are not universally
delineated outside the Westminster system, mindful that communities are keen to be law abiding despite these differences.
It is therefore an imperative that a different approach be taken, already taken by the Jewish Rabbis in Melbourne. Take the message to the
people whom the community most. Build their capacity to participate fully in the safety of the “family”, therefore thus breaking down the
mistrust. This will create an environment where all stakeholders can deliberate about some of the challenges, particularly for communities
that find it extremely difficult to understand the separation of Culture/Religion and Law. This should add value to practice and policy in
the long-term. The mosaic of African communities’ respect and acknowledge all the work in this area, but recognise some of the complex
impediments that prevent measurable deliverables for women and/or families. There is no doubt that there has been incredible progress
since 1995 when the first Australia wide GBV conference took place in Melbourne, communities are aware of the ongoing efforts, therefore
not seeking to undermine or minimize current initiatives but to add value .
1. This is based on the breakthrough in sexual and reproductive rights and the break through when men became part of the fertility
control strategies

5.1.2 AAMEYS operates from two key guiding principles, that:

5.3.1 The best way forward:

•

There is a suit of capabilities and experiences that young people have to develop to enable them to enter the meaningful and
sustainable work

Education/Conversations (mindful not to assume deficiency on the part of communities):

•

Furthermore, partnerships approaching young employment as a community issue, therefore seeking collaboration, partnerships to
deliver solutions.

•

That at-risk young people are not stuck in yo-yo situation and a cycle of unemployment with an imperative to provide tailored support
that takes into account the range of barriers they may be experiencing.

5.2. Homework club
5.2.1 Improved Education Outcomes
In recognition of the critical aspects of transition from secondary education to tertiary education/technical apprenticeships, the homework
club expanded to expanded from grade to year 12, last June. Currently each session attracts between 20-35 students.
The AAMEYS site in Flemington is now recognized as a place of support for students, every Tuesday (5pm to 7pm) during the school term.
This initiative has been achieved because of the commitment of volunteer professionals with varied expertise in areas such as Mathematics,
Science and English. Currently we are working on exceptionally good pupil/tutor ratios because there are session where we get up to 10
tutors.
With the growing understanding of the importance of the value add of homework club, AAMEYS has had expanded the program to be
provided over the school holidays. This is a means of minimizing boredom and risk of engaging in risk behaviors. The Church of Scientology
is partnering with AAMEYS to provide this program.
The homework club itself has been expanded to include life skills such as preparing meals for interested students. The cooking is offered to
interested children 10 years of age and above.
Homework club team is very excited that the program is well established and the community recognizes its value.

5.3 FAMILY VIOLENCE PROJECT:
Capacity Building - Religious/Cultural Leaders and Men of African descent on Gender Based Violence (GBV)
Men and women of faith have called attention to family violence in their communities, citing a need for religious leaders to raise awareness
of the issue and address it. Religious leaders and men generally are well positioned to identify, validate, and promote best practices on
preventing and reducing family violence as it.
During the Family Violence Has No Boundaries: Cultural Diversity & Prevention National Conference, October 26th – 27th October 2015 at
the University of Melbourne there was no doubt from the older women and the men attending that something had to give.

“Clare is a devout Muslim woman of African descent, she came to Australia as a sponsored bride, leaving a comfortable professional
life. She got pregnant as soon as she arrived, alone in a foreign country she went through the nightmare on her own. After the birth of
her daughter she talked to the maternal child nurse about her escalating situation. She got support leading to her divorcing her violent
husband. New problems emerged, as she believed she had to get the religious divorce. Despite having a protection order against her
husband, the Imam insisted that she could only get the divorce in the presence of her husband, with the full knowledge of the life she
had led since her arrival in Australia. Four years down she was still trying to find ways of detaching herself”

• Strengthen the capacity of religious communities and networks to respond to Family Violence
• Equip religious communities with tools to deepen their awareness and understanding of Family Violence Enablers; and
• Enhance faith-based activities regarding Family Violence Prevention.
As part of the overall activity, education and information across Victoria on Family Violence for male religious/cultural leaders particularly
men.
2. As far back as 1997 working in Children/Culture and Human Rights the Magistrate Courts were already aware of the lengths these so
called religious/community leaders would go to keep control and power over the most vulnerable. But the often-ill-informed support
workers only lead to women distrusting the support systems. Most importantly the mistake of making “Africa” as one people/one system
is endangering women. Furthermore so-called “African” cultural experts are often chosen for their skin tone. – I can clearly say this as
someone who has had considerable involvement in a number of initiatives across the African continent specific to Femicide/Sexual
Slavery etc. in preparation for Beijing. All prevention and recovery should be guided by CEDAW Rec 19 which is very thin on the ground in
the sector, thus all efforts being viewed as yet more post imperialist killing of the “African Family” in Australia – This sentiment ill-informed
or not its dominant.
3. As part of the international community Australia is obliged to address Family Violence as a human rights issue is translated into PRACTICE
through, Commonwealth & State legislation; Commonwealth, State & Territory as well as local government policy and programs
4. CALD is a large multi-ethnic/cultural/religious etc. community; therefore it is extremely difficult to have a strategy that will capture all.
Even within the African Communities, people from Anglophone Countries are aware of the “separation of Powers” while communities from
countries where they have not has functioning state institutions, have often depended on religious and cultural structures.

5.4

Assisting Community Members concerned with family members stuck
in a third world country

Objective: is to link, connect and provide access to members of the African refugee and migrant communities with their concern to help
their family members, who are stake in 3rd country and they are seeking help to connect and sponsor to Australia. As we know, Australian
migration system is very complex and sophisticated not easy for anyone to understand, let alone to decide the visa type. AAMEYS is
working with migration agents such Aumlawyers (namely, Kate Coffee) Newquay Consulting (Ms. Betty Zhang), International Organisation
for Migration (Ms. Kylie Maxwell), Armour Legal and our friendly staff at the department of home affairs, immigration department, namely
Ms. Rosemary Wilmot, (A/g Regional Director Victoria/Tasmania), Ms. Angela KLINKATSIS, and Ms. Magdallene Ektoras (Community Liaison
Officers).
Currently, we are developing our own immigration officer Mr. Jemal Ahmed, who is studying at Victoria University on immigration law. Thus,
it is important to understand the law and help members of our communities at large with proper processes and information in the long term.
As part of our community service face to face is to provide access to our clients to navigate the immigration challenges with the right
reputation and immigration legal professional’s connection. Our services include:
1. As we already built a good network with the registered migration agent AUM, we seek legal advice by email and on phone from
them in order to assist our community members. We also refer some clients to lodge their application through our network of migration
lawyers.
2. Working very closely With the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) to the recently introduced “Community Support
Program” (CSP). This program provides refugee sponsorship opportunity for an individual, family, community and Business to sponsor
a refugee from specific refugee host countries. This program is mainly facilitated by recognised APO’s in Australia such as IOM.
AMES< Brotherhood of ST Laurence etc. There are conditions the applicant and the sponsor within the program have to meet the
requirements such as the applicant’s functional English language and employment offer upon his/her arrival. While the Australian
supporter have to pay the cost for the visa and APO services. AAMEYS in collaboration with IOM and SMECC in Mildura are organising
regional employment offer for CSP applicants on arrival to move and settle in regional area. This is a unique pilot trial to assist new
arrivals to work and settle in regional area, which is supported and acknowledged by IOM and the Department of immigration.

6. African Australian Women’s Health
Advisory Group (AAWHG)
AAMEYS have supported African Australian Women’s Health Advisory Group (AAWHG) in this years project of awareness and knowledge
of cancer screening, early detection and immunisation for under screened communities in Victoria. FARREP workers in the South Eastern
region and AAWHAG members have contributed to the project. In total 17 people have participated in the info sessions/consultation forum.
The age range of participants is between 18-59. Languages spoken by participants included Amharic, Harari, Oromo, Somali and Tigrigna,
Arabic.
The South East Melbourne Peer education and advocacy though health champions in conjunction with CCV brochures was very effective in
building the capacity of our CALD women, providing health information sessions and by utilizing CCV resources.
By working on Strengthening partnerships with health promotion services and community groups. Cervical cancer is completely preventable
with these two lifesaving tools, HPV vaccination and screening, because it’s from a single cause. We have encouraged parents of girls and
boys at school to get vaccinated.
The study comes after the World Health Organization (WHO) called last May for global action to eliminate the preventable cancer. The WHO
is currently developing a global strategic plan. The study finds that combining high uptake of the vaccine with high screening could prevent
up to 13.4 million cases of cervical cancer within 50 years, with the most benefit in low and middle income countries. High-income countries
could banish cervical cancer within a generation, with the study showing it could be eliminated as a public health problem within 25–40
years.
We humans are interacting, interrelated and interdependent
more than ever because of technology. Therefore there is a
need for inclusive actions for the issues that are affecting us.
Cervical Cancer Prevention is one of those important actions.
It is necessary we all take part in ending cervical cancer
death. We collected evaluation of surveys after the forums,
added notes of verbal feedback and asked for feedback
from our partners. we have recorded our activity as part of
our evaluation process. our projecthas been successful with
over 100 brochures distributed and reached our target number
in information sessions. We have received positive feedback.
Worked in partnership with Cancer Counci Victoria (CCV) and
WHISE And continue to access resources from CCV such as
the brochures and making them available for Monash Health

7. Notable Activities:
Each year, we are faced with many challenges to create new experiences that bring the heart and mind of the African and Australian youth,
families and the communities and the mainstream society, service providers, government departments together through our activities. As a
community organisation (with our volunteers) and staff have helped African communities with various issues and organised inclusion strategy
to embrace the common values though events and workshops.
It’s been a great journey, working side by side with AAMEYS colleagues, volunteers, clients, community members, mainstream services,
government departments, local councils, and local businesses; supporting, listening and adding a dash of passion, moulding ideas into
creation with warmth and genuineness so that everyone attending the events leaves with beautiful memories that they will cherish for a
lifetime.
From the beginning to the end, the planning of activities involves dedication and coordination to develop a vision that tells the story of the
community. We have risen to the task and delivered innovate ideas, whilst meticulously tweaking the activities with fun and inspiration at the
same time keeping to a budget and working tirelessly in bringing our own personal contribution. What we were able to achieve in a small
amount of time has been nothing short of amazing.
Some of the activities that we organised are as follows:

7.1.4 Juvenile Justice
10th July 2019: AAMEYS in Partnership with Ravenhall Correction Centre organised the 2nd annual Ravenhall Correctional Centre Africa
Day (RHCAD) celebration for African Youth Inmates to boost their identity and self-esteem by creating a memorable day of indoor soccer
tournament between inmates and our youth from local community with traditional African food, drumming, music and cultural performances.
The 2nd annual RHCAD was supported Brimbank City Council, The Australian Football League, Football Victoria, African communities and
Kennedy Tax and Business Services Pty Ltd.

7.1.5 Business
2nd November 2018: Organised African Small Business Owners Lunch was generously sponsored by Commonwealth Bank of Australia,
providing complimentary meals for everyone attending to engage, support and networking within the African community businesses and
commonwealth bank. It was arranged at African Cottage Café Bar and Restaurant. The aim was to support small businesses to grow and
recruit young people.
28th June 2019: special guests arrived from Ethiopia namely, Mr Ibrahim O. Farah and Mr Abdella A. Mummed political and business leaders
to share ideas and opportunities available in Ethiopia. The visiting business and political leaders offered bilateral business opportunities
between the two continents at the Western Bulldogs foyer. AAMEYS in partnership with Prime Fortune Financial Services, and other African
small Businesses and Western Bulldogs.

7.1.6 Youth Sport Participation

8. Social Inclusion:
8.1

Homeless Dinner

25th August 2018: Farewell Dinner was held at Footscray Community Arts Centre to honour four distinguished guests, Ms. Jill Morgan, Chief
Executive Officer of Multicultural Arts Victoria, Hon. Marsha Thomson, State Labour Party MP for Footscray in the Victorian Parliament, Mr.
Steve Walsh, Chairperson, Maurice Blackburn and Mr. Andrew Crisp Lawyers deputy commissioner Victoria Police. Thus, these are the
unsung heroes and heroines for refugees and African communities. Attendees celebrated a lifetime success with our special guests at
the dinner that accompanied by African music, African fashion design show and speeches acknowledging our respected colleagues. All
this was possible with the following partnership: Music Group, New Force Recruitment, Dream Homes Real Estate, AIPP Training Institutes,
Maribyrnong City Council, The Kathmandu Cottage Catering, Federal MP, FABA, Africa Day, YSK Fashion, Eritrean Jeberty Community,
African Music and Cultural Festival, Shabo Media, African Think Tank, Somalian Community Leaders, Iempower, African Small Business
leaders, Commissioner of VMC and AAMEYS board members.

7.2

AFL Umpiring

26 November 2018 celebrated the completion 3rd annual AFL umpiring training of African youth in Flemington and surrounding. AAMEYS
in partnership with AFL multicultural conducted umpiring training every Tuesday afternoon from February – July 2018 at the Debney Park in
Flemington. 18 young boys and girls completed and graduated to work as AFL games umpires engaged in paid weekend umpiring with VFL
in the western games every Saturday and Sunday during the season.

7.1.3 Homeless Food Services
31st May 2019: Being Human 2 Humans, 4th annual Ramadan Homeless Iftar Dinner was held at VU Metro West. Celebrating meals with
local homeless, businesses and community members, creating an environment of mutual respect, sharing in conversation and food, talking
about issues of homelessness, respect and equality. AAMYES partnership with Fundwise Capital, Ringwood Rotary Club, Victoria University
at Metro West, Evrah Pizza Restaurant, Somali Cafe, Shabo Media, Community volunteers , Australian Federal Police, Maribyrnong City
Council, Bendigo Bank, Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Federal MP, Maurice Blackburn Lawyers, Footscray Halal Meats, Prime Fortune
Financial Services, Human Right Commissioner, Launching House, Kennedy Tax and Business Services Pty Ltd.
23rd December 2019: Human 2 Humans Lunch with Homeless people will be organised by AAMEYS to celebrate the end of year with people
who need the most, at a time when we all should be with people that we love. Our partners include local community women volunteers
preparing the food, Footscray Halal Meats, Kennedy Tax and Business Services Pty Ltd, HPCC Pty Ltd and other small businesses and VU
metro west.

11th March 2019, African youth participated at the Himalayan Youth Foundation Inc. (HHYF), Australian Bhutanese Sports Council Inc. (ABSC)
and Bhutanese Community in Australia Inc. (BCA) organised 3rd NEW & EMERGING COMMUNITIES CHAMPIONSHIP CUP 2019” and the
soccer cup won by African youth.
Early May 2019 Organised workshop to provide opportunities for young people, their families and communities to participate in education
and information activities particularly around Human Rights and the Rule of Law.
6 April 2019 participated at the Unity cup organised by AFL at the Parkville Park in partnership with Australian Federal Police and Victoria
Police. The unity cup attracted hundreds of young people (boys and girls) from a diverse background. The one-day games were very
engaging and entertaining. This is important for the young people to increase their network and opportunities in Victoria.

9. Community Education and Information:
9.1

Justice workshop

15th October 2018: A former Barrister, Victorian County Court judge and Queens Council, Honourable Judge Ross Howie, addressed
community members of the African Australian at a workshop about how the court system works, what expected of you? how to present
yourself? Need of legal representation, how the justice system works, explained while sharing his knowledge of the court system, practices
and procedures used within Victorian Courts.
22nd August 2019: Community Legal Information Workshop was organised at VU at Metro West with a range of speakers, including
magistrates, Richard Pithouse, Magistrate Costas Kilias, barrister, Adam McClean, junior Lawyer Tedros Yabio and principal lawyer Maker
Mayek. The workshop was to create better understanding of the justice system and addressing some concerns related to high incarceration
rates of African youths within the legal system. AAMYES partnership with Mayek Legal Barristers and Solicitors, Australian Intercultural
Society, was funded by a grant from the Victorian Law Foundation.

9.2

Victoria Police

Late November 2018 and continuing throughout 2019: After receiving huge funding from the state government for the Victorian Police
Diversity Recruitment Program, which was initiated and created by AAMEYS. AAMEYS worked closely with stakeholders, local communities,
Victoria police, Jesuit Social Services, Matchwork, AMES and Maurice Blackburn and the broader African community members to promote
and recruit members to Victoria Police as Sworn Police and/or PSO, but also worked to promote better understanding and harmony for
the community members and to bridge the gap between cultures and society and also to build trust. AAMEYS provided and supported
community engagement to enhance recruitment of African community members into Victoria police.
On 20th April 2019 AAMEYS organised a meeting with Richmond/Fitzroy Victoria Police and the local community members (Housing
commission flats residents) to discuss the safety of women and children in the area after criminal activities in the area affecting local
community and build trust with VicPol.

9.3

Family Violence

In October 2019 organised workshop on Prevention of Family violence in partnership with the leadership of Unity care Australia and VU
Metro West to educate and inform community members to avoid and prevent family violence. Our women and children are becoming victims
of family violence.

9.4

Anti-Racism

21st March 2019 organised anti-racism workshop at VU at Metro West with a range of speakers including Ms. Liana Buchannan, Principle
Commissioner for Children and Young People; Ms. Monica Majok, South Sudanese Community Association in Victoria Inc, DSSA, Ms. Kris
Arcaro, Victorian State department of education and Training, Project leader Youth participation, Group Planning, Coordination and Operations
RSG Department of Education and Training, Information and Engagement, Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission,
Federal MP , Western region junior high school teacher’s perspective of African refugee children and Victoria Police Assistant Commissioner
with partner organisations like Brimbank Council, Maurice Blackburn and Maribyrnong City Council on racism and the challenge facing disengaged children and youth from refugee backgrounds were discussed. The 21st of March was the international day for the elimination of
racial discrimination during harmony week.

9.5

Immigration

21st November 2019: Department of Immigration in partnership with Eritrean Jeberty Community in Australia held workshop in North
Melbourne, at the Huddle to discuss the sponsorship of family members stranded in third country and the challenge of Australian citizenship
for refugee with little English skills.

9.6

Education Workshops

25th July 2018: Invited Professor Glyn Davis, Vice chancellor the University of Melbourne in Partnership at the Western Bulldogs boardroom
to inspire and motivate community youth leaders with innovative knowledge and experiences creating opportunities that motivates youth
leadership from disadvantage background to dream BIG and pursue alternative opportunities to engage young people in our society. Given
the extreme circumstances it takes refugees to achieve educational pursuits due to the hardship these students face, is only seen as an
example of excellence.
21st September 2018: Over hundred Melbourne University students attended and participated in an interactive learning on African Diaspora
and the challenge facing the community, to engage and build resilience within African Australian communities by identifying and managing
solutions to be active citizens directly involved in Socio-Cultural/Economic/Political and all other areas of life. Thus, these students are
tomorrow’s leaders and policy makers, familiarisation with the community is a step in the right direction. AAMEYS partnered with VU at
Metro West, Ethiopian/Oromo community members, South Sudanese youth, African Australian women’s group advocacy, Somali community
members, Jesuit Social Services, Australian Football League (AFL), Multicultural Arts Victoria, YSK Fashion, Shabo Media, AMES Australia,
Star news Weekly, Ethiopian traditional dances and musicians.
2nd & 4th October 2018: Promoted and Celebrated the Desmond Tutu Reconciliation Fellowship Award with our invited special African

guest Dr Zeremariam Fre from UK, who is studying the African Cattle herders and their coexistence with the natural habitat at a cross road,
a discussion shared history and the root causes for environmental challenges on food security and livelihood of the cattle herders and their
animals. It was held at Melbourne Town Hall with distinguished guests for the award and community focused presentation at VU at Metro
West in Footscray.
AAMEYS supported women’s group in Dandenong and Flemington to educate and inform members with breast cancer screening and access
the services. The project was funded by cancer council Victoria.
Community members support with volunteer English class in Dandenong and Footscray. Ms. Oenone Serle (Leadership Victoria Staff), a
volunteer English teacher runs every Friday English classes for women in Dandenong for two hrs and Saturday in Footscray to help and
assist with basic literacy classes at the Maurice Blackburn office in Dandenong and at AAMEYS office respectively. While continuously
the demand for English classes is increasing from community members to attend and participate future classes our resources are limited.
Recently, we started adult men’s classes in Footscray with Mr. Andrew Smith (Swinburn university senior staff) as a volunteer English teacher.
In June, July and August 2019 organised a number of youth and women work ready training at AAMEYS office to increase employability
and provide sustainable employment. Most members of our communities require preparing to understand Australian work culture, better
interview skills, well prepared resume and respect diversity of cultures (including women) in work place. the employment training was
supported and funded by Scanlon foundation.

10. Resilience Building Activities:

11. Acknowledgement:

i)

On Track Program Melbourne University is a partnership between University of Melbourne and AAMEYS to help disadvantaged
youth from grade 9, 10 and 11 to participate in athletics and be mentored with Melbourne university staff with their study and
academic progress. Already one of the disadvantaged students completed year 12 and will start Melbourne university next year.

As Chief executive of AAMEYS (new name Africause), it is my great honour and pleasure to thank the vast pool of talented and skilled
volunteers who have worked tirelessly and willingly under any conditions to improve the future of our children, youth and our community in
multicultural Victoria, Australia.

ii)

Introduction to human right workshop (Workshop involved 16 youths from the African Community, in an interactive session where
they were educated on their “Rights & Responsibilities”.

iii)

Africa Day Celebration Footscray Park. AAMEYS participated in the soccer tournament by fielding a team of youths and came
Second in that Tournament.

Our achievements would not have been possible without the unconditional support of such dedicated, committed and generous staff and
volunteers. Amongst the many too numerous to mention who have contributed boundless energy, time and money, we thank most sincerely
Mr Khaled Messoudi, Mr Jemal Ahmed, Ms Natasha De Almeida, and Ms. Adisa Festic.

iv)

New and Emerging Communities Soccer Tournament. AAMEYS participated and fielded a team of disengaged youths who Won
that Tournament.

v)

Africa Day Celebration Ravenhall Correctional Centre. AAMEYS second annual Celebration at Ravenhall Correctional Centre
was larger and more engaging than last year. AAMEYS invited both sporting codes, AFL and FV (Football Victoria) to the prison.
AAMEYS also took two full African Youth Futsal Teams from both Sunshine and Reservoir to participate in an Indoor Soccer
Competition Held inside the Correctional Facility. It was the first-time sport had been used as a vehicle for engagement in this
exercise. Music and Lunch was also provided and the Inmates engaged to reach out to our Organization for assistance with
employment and legal support.

vi)

AAMEYS and FV both venture in Referees Course which was held at Darebin International Sporting Complex. 18 Referees
completed the one-day course and all gained employment with FV.

vii)

AAMEYS and FV both venture a two full day Course for Coaching “C” License at Darebin International Sporting Complex. 16
Coaches graduated the Course, making AAMEYS the pioneer and the first Organization to engage the local African Community
and integrate them not only as players, but also as part of the implementation and management of the beautiful game (Soccer)
with the governing body of the sport, Football Victoria.

viii)

AAMEYS took Youths to the AFL North Melbourne Kangaroos game as an exercise during the school holidays for engagement,
thank you to AFL SportsReady.

ix)

AAMEYS took Youths to the RAAF Airshow in Avalon to engage them into Defense Force Recruiting.

x)

AAMEYS Youth participated in the Annual Ramadan Dinner volunteer for services and leaning.

xi)

AAMEYS Youth Participated in the FAIR PLAY Tournament which raises funds for Cambodian Youth. AAMEYS entered two teams of
youths into that Event which was sponsored by Melbourne Victory and Football Victoria. AAMEYS Won that competition as well.

xii)

Agri Skills MILDURA RELOCATION EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM. We had 22 participants take place in the relocation program this
year to work as Fruit Pickers in Mildura. AAMEYS funded $3000 for the two weeks accommodation to assist our at-risk youths and
members of the community relocate. First experience in regional employment for AAMEYS. Plenty of room for improvement.

Also, our special thanks to AAMEYS board members, namely our Patron Mr. Murry McInnes, chairperson Mr Phil Brooker, treasurer Dr.
Mohamed Aba-Bulgu, our dedicated board member Dr. Irene Bouzo, Ms. Ms Summayyah Sadiq. Inspector Adrian Healey, Ms Keletso
Magano-Niebling, Mr Aban James Fadella and Mr Yasseen Musa for their full commitment and dedication to provide support and valued
involvement in AAMEYS strategic and activities contributions. I would also like to express my special thanks to our volunteer Mr. Ken Betts,
Ms. Mmaskepe Sejoe and Ms. Siobhan Allen for their continued support, commitment and encouragement with AAMEYS.
Our thanks also to our partners Unity Care Australia (UCA), Melbourne University, Monash University, Jesuit Social Services, The Huddle
(North Melbourne Football club) Mr. Cameron McLeod, Maurice Blackburn Lawyers management and volunteers Meghan Sheehan and
Brandan Cooper, AMES, Ms. Catherine Scarth, Matchwork, Ms. Kate Campbell, Victoria Police everyone including our own man Adrian Healy,
Maribyrnong city council, Mr. Stephen Wall and the many staff, and councillors, Brimbank council, the Victorian Multicultural Commission,
Australian Football League, Football Victoria, Western Bulldogs (Mr. Kashif Bouns) and Multicultural Arts Victoria. Thank you also to the
Victorian Children and youth commission, the International Organisation for Migration. Our appreciation is also extended to Jesuit Social
Services, particularly to Mr. Stephen Ward and Ms Julie Edwards and to Victoria University Ms. Kerry Oneill, and the Metro West staff and
security. Our special Thanks also goes to Ravenhall Correction Centre management, particularly to Ms. Fiona Murphy, Ms. Claire Yeatman
and Mr. Godefa Berhane G’her for their dedication and cooperation to access and support RCC African inmates.
Our special thanks to our local heroes and heroin namely Hon. Katie Hall state Government MP and Dr. Catherine Cumming State government
Upper house member for Footscray and our Federal MP Hon. Tim Watts.
Thank you to the Somali Community of Victoria, particularly Mr Farah Warsame; the Oromo Community, especially to Mr Yadata Saba;
the Ethiopian community, through Mr Daniel Atlaw, The Eritrean Jeberty Community in Australia, Mr. Khalil Ali Khalil, and the Tigraian
Community through Mr. Daniel Tedla, South Sudanese community in Victoria, Ring Mayar and Ms Monica Majok, African Australian Women’s
Advocacy Group (AAWAG) through Ms. Wudad Salim, and the many African community leaders for their dedication, partnership in community
challenges, activities, festival and other community matters.
Last but not least my special gratitude also goes to Ms. Tehiya Umer, Ms. Wudad Salim and Ms. Muna Feshye (chairperson of UCA) for their
leadership role in mobilising and supporting migrant and refugee women in Dandenong, Flemington and the Western suburbs respectively.
Special thanks also to Ms. Tehiya Umer and Mr. Yasseen Musa for their dedication and management for AAMEYS homework group in
Flemington every Tuesday afternoon for many years.

xiii)

Connect the Dots Program: AAMEYS Employment program also leveraged of this unique employment program which was held in
Flemington Community Centre. We recruited over 20 participants for AFL SportsReady through this partnership.

Also, special thanks are due to my friend and colleague Mr Yasseen Musa for his dedication and commitment to producing quality
photographs for the community free of charge and coaching and managing with AFL the umpiring training. Also, special thanks to Mr. Xavier
Molony from AFL, Michael Moloney from Victoria Police, the officers of the Flemington Police Station, and the local African small Businesses
namely Mr. Kennedy Weldemariam, Prime fortune Dr. Mohamed Aba-Bulgu, Mr. Abdurahman Saedi, Mr. Hannah Kasay, etc.

xiv)

AAMEYS IN Partnership with AFL organised for 3rd year umpiring training for young people in Flemington and surrounding, which
helped young people to be employed part-time as umpires with AFL.

Our special Thanks also goes to our Volunteer English class teachers and Tutors namely to Ms. Oenone Serle, Mr. Andrew Smith, and
Natasha De Almeida and to all our adult students’ men and women.

Given the complexity of what we pulled together, a BIG thanks to the AAMEYS team, words cannot express how grateful we are for all the
support in creating together successful activities with a dose of patience and a good sense of humour even on the craziest times/days.
We’ve had great feedback from our youth, employees, small business owners, partners, community members and clients alike, it has been
considered a success all round. It was a pleasure working with everyone for inclusive and harmonious society.

On behalf of the Executive Committee, an award goes to our team of volunteers for their continued support and participation in the community
above and beyond the call of duty. Thank you one and all for responding so generously when it has most been needed.

12. Appendix Financial report

www.aameys.com.au

African Australian Multicultural Employment and Youth Services (AAMEYS)
Income and Expenditure Account
For the Financial Year Ended 30 June 2019
2019
$

2018
$

INCOME
Donations and grants

211,559.15

44,148.00

Total Income

211,559.15

44,148.00

886.18
14,250.00
110.25
1,560.00
20,754.09
672.79
25,926.45
3,559.00
375.46
30,462.86
63,081.52
680.00
162,318.60

1,313.76
5,754.35
2,426.10
1,042.95
2,381.80
3,498.05
120.24
2,348.31
16,597.80
1,890.12
3,005.98
1,103.00
582.43
42,064.89

49,240.55

2,083.11

DETAILS

EXPENDITURE
Advertising
Auspices
Bank charges
Body corporate
Community support
Consulting fees
Electricity
General office expenses
Insurance
IT
Postage
Printing and stationery
Rent
Repairs and maintenance
Sponsorship
Staff remunerations
Travel and accommodation
Total Expenditure
Net Surplus
Not yet audited

African Australian Multicultural Employment and Youth
www.aameys.com.au
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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognise their continuing
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1.
2.
3.
1.
4.
2.
5.
3.
6.
4.
5.
6.

Victoria University, Metro West,
18
138December
Nicholson 2019
ST Footscray Vic 3011

5.30 pm– 7.15 pm

AGENDA

Victoria University, Metro West,
138 Nicholson ST Footscray Vic 3011

Arrival with refreshment
5.00 – 5.30pm
Attendance: Sign in, pick up AGM report
5.30 pm
Chairman’s welcome speech:
5.35 – 5.45 pm
Arrival
with refreshment
5.00 – 5.30pm
Apologies:
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SignHon
in, pick
AGM
report
5.30 – pm
Guest Speaker:
Katieup
Hall
state
MP for Footscray
5.45
5.55 pm
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5.35
–
5.45 pm
pm
AAMEYS Annual Report:
5.55 – 6.10
Apologies:
5.1
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Hall state
MP for
Footscray
5.45 – 5.55 pm
5.2
TreasurerAudited
Financial
Report
AAMEYS
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5.55 – 6.10 pm
5.3 Annual
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5.1
CEO’s
7.
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Dr. Catherine Cumming state upper house member for Western
5.2
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Guest Speaker: (Ms. Viv Nguyen, Chairperson, commissioner) 6.20 – 6.35 pm
7.
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Hon the
Dr. challenge
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for Western
Multiculturalism
marginalised
21st Century
Aussie
region
6.10 – 6.20 pm
9.
Board Membership Election and endorsement/ratification:
6.35 pm
8.
Guest Speaker: (Ms. Viv Nguyen, Chairperson, commissioner) 6.20 – 6.35 pm
8.1
Chairman
Multiculturalism and the challenge of marginalised communities in 21st Century Aussie
8.2
Vice Chairperson
9.
Board Membership
Election and endorsement/ratification:
6.35 pm
8.3
Treasurer
8.1
Chairman
8.4
Secretary
8.2 Flemington
Vice Chairperson
10. AAMEYS
Homework volunteer Acknowledgment award
6.50 pm
8.3
Treasurer
8.4 rebranding
Secretary
11. AAMEYS
launch “Africause”…..
7.00 pm
10. AAMEYS Flemington Homework volunteer Acknowledgment award
6.50 pm

AGENDA

12. Other Business on notice – (Items for General Business must be lodged 1 week prior to
11. the
AAMEYS
7.00 pm
AGM rebranding launch “Africause”…..
12. Closure
Other Business on notice – (Items for General Business must be lodged 1 week
prior to
13.
7.15 pm
the AGM
13.

Closure

7.15 pm

